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Comparisons are made between the expected returns using measurable 
and non-measurable stop rules in discrete-time stopping problems. In the 
independent case, a natural sufficient condition ("preservation of indepen- 
dence") is found for the expected return of every bounded non-measurable 
stopping function to be equal to that of a measurable one, and for that of 
every unbounded non-measurable stopping function to be arbitrarily close to 
that of a measurable one. For non-negative and for uniformly-bounded inde- 
pendent random variables, universal sharp bounds are found for the advantage 
of using non-measurable stopping functions over using measurable ones. 
Partial results for the dependent case are obtained. 
1. Introduction. In classical optimal stopping problems a player is faced with a fixed 
sequence of random variables whose distributions he knows, and realizations of which will 
be shown him sequentially. His objective usually is to determine a strategy for stopping 
(stop rule) which will make the expected value at the time he stops as large, or small, as 
possible. In nearly all classical formulations of such problems, (e.g. Chow, Robbins, and 
Siegmund (1971)), the player is restricted to stopping only on measurable sets. The 
purpose of this paper is to analyze the situation if the player is allowed to stop on arbitrary 
sets, and compare his expected gain with the gain of measurable stop rules. That is, the 
player is again faced with a fixed sequence of known distributions, but now he may label 
the probabilities of non-measurable sets in any consistent manner (i.e. the result must be 
a finitely additive probability which agrees with the original probability distribution on 
the Borel sets), and may then select a stopping function allowing him to stop at any stage 
for any set (measurable or not) of (real) values he wishes. 
In Section 2 these notions are made precise, and it is shown (Proposition 2.6) that for 
integrable sequences, the expected gain using a non-measurable stopping function is 
uniquely determined by the extension of the probability distribution. 
In Section 3 it is shown (Theorem 3.4) that for finite sequences of independent random 
variables, if the extension "preserves independence" then there is no advantage to using 
non-measurable stopping functions, in fact, for every non-measurable stopping function 
there is a measurable one with exactly the same expectation. For arbitrary extensions, 
universal sharp bounds are found for the advantage of using non-measurable versus 
measurable stopping functions in the cases of non-negative (Theorem 3.11) and of uni- 
formly bounded (Theorem 3.12) independent random variables. 
In Section 4 it is shown (Theorem 4.1) that also in the unbounded case if the extension 
preserves independence there is again no advantage to using nonmeasurable stopping 
functions, but in a slightly weaker sense: for every nonmeasurable unbounded stopping 
function there is a measurable one with arbitrarily close expectation; in general equality is 
not attainable. 
Section 5 discusses a few aspects of the case of arbitrarily-dependent random variables, 
and derives universal sharp bounds (Theorem 5.1) for the non-negative finite stage 
problem. 
2. Eudoxus integration and stopping functions. Throughout this paper, Xi, X2, 
... will be a sequence of integrable random variables on a probability triple (s2, XW, t), and 
in all but the last section, will be assumed to be (mutually) independent. 
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N will denote the natural numbers, En Euclidean n-space, and In the Borel a-algebra 
on En. Is will denote the indicator function of an arbitrary set S. 
EXj will denote the integral of Xj with respect to tt. P will be a (finitely additive) 
extension of the distribution P of X1, X2, * * * to all subsets of Roo; that is, P is a finitely 
additive probability measure, defined on the power set R(') of R', which agrees with P 
on B?(P(B) = P(B) = tt({w: (Xi(X), X2(@), * * *) E B)) for all B E 13). The Hahn-Banach 
Theorem guarantees that such a P (and in general many) exists. 
After Dubins and Savage [(1976), page 10] a function f: ' -e R will be called Eudoxus 
integrable (relative P) if f is either BI'-measurable and E l f I < 0o, or non-measurable and 
there is only one possible value for the integral of f (with respect to P) based on the 
linearity and order-preserving properties of integration. 
DEFINITION 2.1. & is the class of all functions from e to R which are Eudoxus 
integrable relative P for all extensions P of P; and for each f E A, Ef is the integral of f with 
respect to P. (Of course, the integral of f may differ for different extensions of P if f is non- 
measurable). 
By definition, all B?-measurable, P-integrable functions are in A, and it is easy to see 
that all arbitrary simple functions (functions with finite range) are in &; in fact, E 1i aiIs, 
- EI~l aaP(Si). The next lemma generalizes these two facts. 
LEMMA 2.2 (a) If f: R' -- R is bounded, then f E &. 
(b) If g and h are integrable random variables on (RX, I3w, P), and if f: R' Jg' satisfies 
h f g, thenfE &. 
PROOF. Part (a) is routine, its statement without proof is in Dubins and Savage 
[(1976), page 10]. For part (b), begin by fixing an extension P, and first assume f 2 0. By 
part (a), f A n E &for all n, so E (f A n) is an increasing sequence bounded above by E (g), 
and limnoE (f A n) = a exists and is finite. It will be shown that Ef exists and = a. 
Denoting the outer integral with respect to P by E * (i.e. E * (f) = inf{E(() :f c p, and ( 
E A}) and the inner integral by E*, note first that E* (f ) 2o a. Fix - > 0 and pick m such 
that E(g.I(gm)) < E. Since f*I(f>m) c g*I(gm), it follows that E*(f*I(f<m)) <E. Since f = 
fI(fcm) + f I(fm) c f A m + f*I(fm), the subadditivity of E* implies E *f E*(f A m) + 
E * I(mf>)) = E (f A m) + E * (f*I(fpm)) ' a + E. Since - was arbitrary, E *f = E*f = a, and 
hence f C A. For general f, apply the above argument to the positive and negative parts of 
[El 
It should perhaps be mentioned that for functions not in A, that is, where Ef is not 
uniquely determined by linearity and order preserving properties alone, various alternative 
definitions of the P-integral of f have been studied extensively, e.g. Dunford and Schwartz 
[(1958), Section III.2] and Purves and Sudderth [(1976), Section 4]. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A function s:' - N is a stopping function if s(rj, r', *..) = n 
whenever s(ri, r2 ***) =n and r = ri for all i = 1, 2, ,n. 
Notice two differences between this definition and the conventional definition of a stop 
rule. First, no mention is made of random variables or of measurability, and second, a 
stopping function is always defined in terms of subsets of R, rather than subsets of S2. This 
approach seems more natural to the authors, since implementation of stop rules invariably 
involves only sets of real values with which the player is content to stop, not observation 
of the underlying subsets of S2. The stopping functions defined here are essentially the 
"stop rules" of Dubins and Savage (1976). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Y is the set of all stopping functions, and Yn C Y is the set of all 
stopping functions which stop no later than n (i.e. 9X = {s E 5": s _ n everywhere)). 
SC Y is the set of measurable stopping functions (i.e. Y= {s E A: s-1(n) E ,n X R' for 
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all n}), and go = Yfn Y is the set of measurable stopping functions which stop no later 
than n. (Without ambiguity, the domain of s E 9n will sometimes be taken as R'.) 
DEFINITION 2.5. If X1, X2, *  * are random variables and s E Y then X8: S2 -g' is the 
function defined by X8 (X) = Xw (X) for all X with s (X1 (X), X2(X), * * *) = n. (For integration 
purposes, X, will be identified with the function vs: RX --> defined by V (ri, r2, * ) = 
's(r.r2.. .). For example, EX. means Ef, and X, E & means Ts E 9.) 
PROPOSITION 2.6 (a) If Xi, X2, . * * are random variables satisfying 
-00 < E (inf Xj) c E (sup X.) < 0o, 
then X, E 9 for each s E Y 
(b) If Xi, X2, * * , X. are integrable random variables then X, E{i for each s E 9,. 
PROOF. The first assertion follows from Lemma 2.2(b); the second assertion is an 
immediate consequence of the first. [1 
3. The finite-stage stopping problem. Recall that X1, X2, ... are (mutually) 
independent integrable random variables on (s2, sd, tt). 
DEFINITION 3.1. An extension P of P preserves the independence of Xi, X2 .** if 
P(A1 x A2 x R-) = P(A1 x Rl) P p(R k x A2 x R') for all k 2 1 and n 2 1, and all 
A1 C ek and A2C 5Re. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. There always exists an extension P of P which preserves the 
independence of Xi, X2, * - - . 
PROOF. For i = 1, 2, * * *, let Px, be the distribution of Xi, that is, Px, is the countably 
additive probability measure on (R, B) satisfying Px (B) = /L(X 1(B)) = P(R#- 1 X B X 
Rn) for all B E 13. For each i, fix one (finitely additive) extension Px, of Px, on (R', MR)), 
the existence of which is guaranteed by the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
Let V be the vector space of all finite linear combinations of indicator functions of sets 
in #', and define a sequence of subspaces V C W2 5 V25 W3 V3 5 ... of V as follows. 
V. and Wj are the sets of all finite linear combinations of indicator functions of sets of the 
form Rk X Aj x RX where k - 0 and Aj C Rj and respectively, of the form JR X A x...* 
x An x ',t where k -0, Ai C Rd(i), and Zi]=i d(i) =j. 
For each j = 1, 2, *** a linear functional Lj on Vj is defined inductively as follows. 
L1(IR kxAxR) = Pxk+, (A1), and L1 is extended to all of V1 by linearity. Assume L1, 4. * 1 
have been defined, and let Lj be the extension of Lji to Wj given by 
(1) Li(IRxAjx... xA,,x) = fl= ?d(4) (IR '+/('-I)XAXh) 
where Ai C Rd(,) and d (0) = 0. (To check that L. is well defined, use the fact that Cartesian 
product representations are essentially unique.) By the Hahn-Banach theorem (using the 
outer-measure (integral) of Lj as the subadditive function), Lj may be extended to a linear 
functional LE on Vj. 
Next define a linear functional L on V. = U'== Vn by L(IAxR- = LE(IAxR) if A c 
Applying the Hahn-Banach theorem again, L may be extended to a linear functional L on 
V. Define P on AR(') by P(E) = L(IE) for all E 5L RX. It is clear from (1) that P preserves 
the independence of Xi, X2, .*. . [1 
An alternate proof of Proposition 3.2 may be based on the notions of strategy and 
inductively integrable function, as in Dubins and Savage (1976), Chapter 2. 
As the next example shows, not all extensions P of P preserve the independence of Xi, 
X2,.... 
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EXAMPLE 3.3 Let X1, X2, * * * be i.i.d. uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. Let S be any non- 
Lebesgue-measurable subset of [0, 1] with inner measure zero and outer measure 1, and let 
P be any extension of P satisfying P (S x S x X) = P(Sc x Sc x RX) - '/2. Clearly P does 
not preserve the independence of Xi and X2. 
THEOREM 3.4. If P preserves the independence of Xi, * , Xn, then for every s E 9 
there is a t E En satisfying EXt = EX8. Moreover, t may be chosen in A(s), where A(s) is 
defined below. 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 relies upon four lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.5. If P preserves the independence of Xi, X2, ... X, and if f: Ik n-- > is 
a Borel measurable function with E[ f (Xk+1, * , Xn)] < 0o, then 
E[f(Xk+l, ***, Xl)*IB(X1, * Xk)] 
= P(B x R? ?) E[f(Xk+l, *, Xn)] for all subsets B of E*. 
PROOF. Since - I f I C f.m C I f I, then by Lemma 2.2(b), f.mI E 9. To establish (2), the 
standard argument for the case where B is Borel and Xi, * * , X, are independent is easily 
extended. [1 
DEFINITION 3.6. For s E- YE, A(s) is the set of measurable stopping functions (stopping 
no later than n) which stop on precisely the same P-atoms as s; that is, A(s) = {t E 9n: if 
P({r} X ...x {rj x IR') > 0, then t(ri, r2, ) =jif an onlyif s(ri, r2, *) =). 
LEMMA 3.7. If P preserves the independence of Xi, ** , X, then for every s E 9" 
there exist ti and t2 in A (s) satisfying 
(3) EXt1 ' EX, ' EXt2. 
PROOF. Fix s E Yn. By Proposition 2.6 (b), X, EC . Let a (ri, r2, ***) = inf{k: P({ri) 
x ... X f{rk} x R) = 0), and let to = a A s. It is easy to check that not only is to measurable, 
but in fact to E A (s). 
Let V, = EXI, and define non-decreasing real numbers Vni, * **, Vi inductively by Vj 
- E[max(Xj, Vj+1)]. It is well-known [e.g. Chow, Robbins, and Siegmund (1971), page 50] 
that the measurable stopping function t * {i 9n defined inductively by t * (r1, r2, * * * ) = j if 
and only if t*(ri, r2, * * * ) >1 - 1 and rj > V.+1 andj ' to(r1, r2, * * * ) is "optimal" in the 
class {t E 9: t - to). The optimality of t * extends to the class of non-measurable stopping 
functions as well; indeed, Lemma 3.5 (together with backward induction) shows that if G 
= {s 2 a), then E(X80IG) C Ef(Xt* .IG). Define t2 by t2 = s if s < a, and = t* otherwise, and 
check that t2 E A (s). Then 
EX, = E (X, IG) + E (X .1) ' E(Xt* . IG) + E (X.I, ) = EXt2 
and the upper bound for (3) is established. To obtain the lower bound, use symmetry, 
replacing Xl by -Xi. El 
The next lemma, a result of Liapounoff [Diestel and Uhl (1977), page 261], is stated 
here for ease of reference. 
LEMMA 3.8. (Liapounoff Convexity Theorem). The range of every non-atomic, count- 
ably additive, finite-dimensional, vector-valued measure is convex. 
LEMMA 3.9. For every s E Y, the mapping defined on A (s) by t -- EXt has a convex 
range. 
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PROOF. Fix s E X. First, using an argument similar in part to a proof of Blackwell 
(1951), it will be shown that 
If A,, *.., ,in are countably additive, finite signed measures on 
(Rfl, Bf), each of which is absolutely continuous with respect to Pn 
(the distribution of X1, * * *, Xn), then the mapping defined on A(s) by 
t l-> EJ=L 1ij[t-'(j)] has a convex range. 
To establish (4), let t1 and t2 be in A(s), let y E (0, 1), and for j = 1, 2, * , n, let Aj = 
ti1 (j) and Bj = t2il(j). The aim is to find t E A(s) satisfying 
(5) = A1j[t-U(j)] = y E%=l Aj(Aj) + (1 - y) E =1j(Bj) 
If 1 < k < n, let ffk* be the sub u-algebra of B3n consisting of those sets of the form G x 
n13n-k where G E L3k . Let 9 be the a-algebra of events prior to time ti A t2. That is, define 
= {G E/-3 for each k (1 c k ' n), G n [t A t2 =k] E3 Jk. 
Let p be the n X n-matrix-valued measure defined on (Rf, 9) by 
(p (G ))jk = (tj - Ak) (G n Aj n Bk), 1 c j cn, 1ck c< n. 
To show that p is non-atomic, it is first claimed that every C (in 9) of the form 
C = {ri) X {r2) x .x {r) x ' jX where (r1, r2, , rn) E Rj and 
(6) (t, A t2)(rl, r2, * *, rn) = 1 
has p-measure 0. To see this, notice first that the (j, j)th entry of the matrix p (C) is zero 
for each j. Also observe that Pn(C n Aj n Bk) = 0 for j # k, because ti and t2 are both in 
A(s) (and thus stop on precisely the same Pn-atoms). Then use the absolute continuity of 
Al, /2, * * *, Ain to conclude p(C) is the zero matrix. 
Suppose now, by way of contradiction, that 9 has a p-atom A; that is: A E 9, p(A) # 0, 
and if B C A for some B E 9, then p (B) = p(A) or p (B) = 0. For each n -1, let {In, mm=_oo 
be the (countable) collection of closed intervals of the form [m/2 , (m + 1)/2n]. Since 
A is an atom, and A = u00 =-oo A n [Inmm x R l], there exist ml, m2, ... with Ilm1 12,m2 
* ... satisfying p(A n [IimX R n-1]) = p(A) for all i. Hence there exists rl E R with p(A 
n [{ri) X n`1]) = p(A). If (t, A t2)(r1, r2, * * *) = 1, then {ri) X 'n-l E is of the form 
(6), and so has p-measure zero, contradicting the assumption that p (A) # 0. If (t1 A t2) (ri, 
r2, * * *) > 1, proceeding as above one has the existence of r2 E R with p(A) = p(A n [{ri) 
X {r2) x R n-2]). If (t, A t2)(r1, r2, * * *) = 2, then again {ri) X {r2) X Rn-2 E is of the 
form (6), so p(A) = 0. Otherwise continue, if necessary, until (t, A t2)(rl, r2, * , r.) = n, 
concluding that p(A) = 0, and thus that p is non-atomic. 
Thus Lemma 3.8 applies, and there exists D E 9 such that p(D) = yp( Wf)* 
It is easy to see that the map t: R't -* N defined by t = j on (D n Aj) U (DC n Bj) is in 
9, and in fact even in A(s). To establish (5), calculate 
sEJ=l Aj[t-l(j)] = Ej Aj(D n Aj) + >j /I(Df n Bk) 
= Ej Ek tja(D n Aj n Bk) + Ek Ej tk(Df n Aj n Bk) 
= s2 Ek (Lj- Ak)(D n Aj n Bk) + >k >j Ak(Aj n Bk) 
= Ej sEk -y(ttj- Ak) (Aj n Bk) + sEk Ej AA*Aj n Bk) 
= sj Ek yIjI(Aj n Bk) + j Ek(l - y)Ak(Aj n Bk) 
= y(YE=I tj (Aj)) + (1 - y) (QE=l IAk(Bk)). 
To complete the proof of the lemma, notice that the measures yi, A n, n defined on 
(R /3fl) by 1ij(A) = E[Xj * IA(X1, * * * , Xn)] are each absolutely continuous with respect to 
Pn, and apply (4) and the fact that EXt = j 11[t-l(j)] for all t E gn. [1 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4. Fix s E 9X and find ti, t2 E A(s) as in Lemma 3.7. By Lemma 
3.9, there exists t E En (in fact t E A(s)) satisfying EX, = EX8. [ 
It is not necessary that P preserve the independence of X1, i , X" in order for the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.4 to hold, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let X1, X2, and P be as in Example 3.3, and take X1 = X1, X2 = X2 + 
1. Clearly EX2 = sup{EX,: s E 921} and EX1 = inf{EX,:s E 92}, so the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.4 holds by Lemma 3.9. 
On the other hand, it is possible that EX, > sup {EXt: t E 9n} for some s E 9,n if P does 
not preserve the independence of Xi, * * *, Xn. This will be seen in the proof of the next 
theorem, which states that if the {Xi} are non-negative, the optimal expected gain using 
measurable stopping functions is always at least half that using arbitrary stopping func- 
tions, regardless of the extension P. 
THEOREM 3.11. If Xi, X2, * * , Xn are non-negative independent random variables, 
then sup {EX,: s E Y9n} C 2 sup {EXt: t E gn9} for all n and all extensions P of P. Moreover, 
this bound is best possible for all n > 1. 
PROOF. Since X, ' max{X1, ( i , Xj for all s E 9Y, it follows from the measurability 
and integrability of max{Xi, * , Xj that EX, ' E(max{Xi, * , XJ) = E(max{Xi, 
. .. , XnJ) for all extensions P of P. The desired inequality is now easily derived from the 
following "prophet" inequality [Krengel and Sucheston (1978), Hill and Kertz (1981a)]: 
E(max{Xi, * * *, XJ}) C 2 sup{EXt: t E5 9}. 
To show this bound "2" is best possible for n > 1, fix E E (0, 1) and let X1, X2, X , 
be independent, X1 uniform on [1, 1 + E], X2 discrete with P(X2 = 1/E) = 1 - P(X2 = 0) = 
E, and X, 0 for i > 2. Let S be any non-Lebesgue-measurable subset of [1, 1 + E] with 
inner measure 0 and outer measure E, and let P be any extension of P satisfying P(S x {O} 
X Roo) = 1 - E and P(SC x {1/E) X Ril) = E. Since EX2 = 1, is clear that sup{EXt: 
t E 5-} = EX, = 1 + e/2. Let s E Y be defined by s = 1 on S x n-1, and = 2 otherwise. 
Then EX, = E[X1 * Is(X1)] + E[X2 * Is (X1)] - 1(1 - e) + (1/E) = 2 - E. Letting E-* 0 shows 
the bound "2" is best possible. [1 
A simple modification of an example in Hill and Kertz (1981a) shows that if the {Xj} 
are not non-negative, the conclusion of Theorem 3.11 does not hold in general; in fact, for 
each M > 0, one may find an example with n = 2 satisfying EXs > M sup {EXt: t E 3} for 
some s E 9 2. 
If the independent random variables X1, X2, *.., Xn are uniformly bounded, the 
differences between the optimal expected gains of non-measurable and measurable stop- 
ping functions is no more than one-fourth the "spread". 
THEOREM 3.12. If Xi, X2, * * , X, are independent and take on values only in [a, b], 
then sup{EX,: s E 5n} - sup EFXt: t E Yn} < (b - a)/4 for all extensions P of P, and this 
bound is best possible for all n > 1. 
PROOF. The inequality follows, as in the proof of Theorem 3.11, from another 
"prophet" inequality [Hill and Kertz (1981b), Theorem A], namely, 
E(maxtX,, *, Xn}) - supfEXt: t E 5n} C (b - a)/4. 
To show this bound is best possible for n > 1, fix E in (0, 1), and let Xi, X2, * *X,, be 
independent with X1 uniform on [1/2, 1/2 + E], X2 discrete with P(X2 = 0) = P(X2 = 1) = 1/2, 
and X, 0 for i > 2. Let S be any non-(Lebesgue)-measurable subset of [1/2, 1/2 + E] with 
inner measure 0 and outer measure E, and let P be any extension of P satisfying P(S x { 0} 
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x Rn) = P(Sc x {1} x Rn) = 1/2. Since EX2 = 1/2, clearly suptEXt: t E 9n} = EX1 = 1/2 + 
E/2. Define s E 9n by s = 1 on S x n-1, and = 2 otherwise. Then EX, = E[X, * Is(Xi)] + 
E[X2 * Is (Xi)] - 1/2 (1/2) + 1/2 = 3/4. Since - was arbitrary, taking a = 0 and b = 1 completes 
the proof. [1 
4. The infinite-stage stopping problem. As in the previous section, Xi, X2, * are 
independent integrable random variables on (s2, s, 4). 
THEOREM 4.1. If-oo < E(inf X.) ' E(sup Xj) < 0o and P preserves the independence 
of Xi, X2, . , then for every s in Yand every E > 0, there exists t in 87satisfying 
IEX - EXt I <. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.1, a weakened version of a dominated convergence theorem 
is helpful: 
LEMMA 4.2. If s fE S/and -0o < E (inf Xj) c E (sup X.) < 0o, then 
(7) liminft,.RX,/v '< RX, ' lin1SUpt~oofXsAt, 
where the liminf and limsup are taken over the directed set of bounded, measurable 
stopping functions t. 
PROOF. By Proposition 2.6, XS E gand XSAt E gfor each bounded, measurable stopping 
function t. Fix e > 0, and let to be a bounded, measurable stopping function. Since sup Xj 
is integrable, there exists 8 > 0 such that if A E sd and 1 (A) < 8 then E( I sup Xj I * IA) < 
e/4. By the independence of Xi, X2, * * * and the Kolmogorov Zero-One Law, the random 
variable limsupnO, X, is constant almost-surely; let L* denote this constant. Choose M in 
N such that to ' M and 
t[supJ1?MXj < L* + E/4] > 1 - 8/2. 
Also, choose N M such that 
d[SUpM-j-NXj > L* - E/4] > 1 - 8/2. 
Let t'(ri, r2, ** ) = inft j:M I jand r > L* - /4}, and let t = t'A N. 
Then t E gN and t - to. Letting B = {o: s(Xi(c), X2(o), **) < t(X(o), X2(O), ** 
calculate 
EX = E(XsIB) + E(X.sIB) M 'E(X IB) + E([SUp1?MXJ] IBi 
< E (XC * IB) + E(X* IB~nnSUPJ>MXJ<L*+F/4]n[SUPMc/NNX/>L*-f/4]) + 3E/4 
f E(X,.IB) + E (Xt IB) + E = E (X8At) + E. 
This proves the second inequality of (7). The first inequality follows from the second by 
replacing X. with -X,, for each j in N. El 
REMARK. If it is further assumed in Lemma 4.2 that s A t -> s in P-measure as t -> 
00, then the net tEXsAt} converges to EX,. This conclusion, which is stronger than (7), 
follows from Dunford and Schwartz [(1958), Theorem III.3.7]. However, in general, s A t 
need not converge to s in P-measure, and tEXSAt} need not converge, as t -> 00. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. Let s E Y, E > 0. Using the hypothesis, there exists 8 > 0 
such that if A E Sland 1t(A) < (, then E(I sup Xj I * IA) < E/4 and E(I inf X. I * IA) < E/4. Let 
Gk = f(ri, r2, * * *) E Roo: s(ri, r2, - * *) > k and P(fri} X ... X frk} X Re) > 0}. It is easy 
to see that Gk E B' for all k (since it is a subset of the countable collection of P-atoms), 
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and that the sets Fk E sv defined by Fk = {(: (Xi(w), X2(), * * *) E Gk) decrease to 0, so 
there exists ko EI N such that t (Fk0) < (, and n in N such that n - t2 ? ti - ko and 
EXSAt, - e/2 < EX, < EXSAt, + E. 
Now modify s A t1 slightly (seeking a stopping function s' having "the same atoms as" 
s A t2) by defining: s'(r1, r2, * * *) = (s A tj)(r1, r2, * * *) if (s A t1)(ri, r2, * * *) = k and P({ri} 
X ... X {rk} x Ji) = 0; and otherwise s' = s A t2. Clearly A(s') = A(s A t2) and, since 
t (Fko) < 8 and t1 - ko, it follows that EX, < EXAt, + E/2. 
Applying Theorem 3.4, find t3 and t4 in A(s A t2) which satisfy EXt3 = EX.' and EX,4= 
EXSAt2. Then 
EXt3 - < EX8 < EXt4 + E, 
and since both t3 and t4 are in A(s A t2) 5 gig the desired conclusion follows easily from 
Lemma 3.9. l 
REMARK. If Xi, X2, * are independent, then the bounds "2" and "(b - a)/4" which 
were established for finite sequences X1, X2, * * *, Xn in Theorems 3.11 and 3.12, respec- 
tively, also hold for infinite sequences. Thus, even if P does not preserve independence, 
non-measurable stopping functions do not yield "too much more" than measurable ones. 
As the next example illustrates, the approximation of EX, by EXt in Theorem 4.1 
cannot be strengthened to obtain equality between EX8 and EXt. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let S2 be the interval [0, 1], sv be the Borel sets, and t be Lebesgue 
measure on [0, 1]. Let Xi(X) = X for each X in S2, and for n > 1, let X,= 1 - (1/n). 
Decompose S2 into disjoint Al, A2, * such that each An has Lebesgue inner measure 0 
and outer measure 1. Extend P to P in such a way that P(U.=k Ai) = 1 for each k. Define 
s by letting s(Xi(c), X2(X), ** ) = k if Xi(X) E Ak. Then EX, = 1, but EXt < 1 for each 
measurable stopping function t. 
5. Dependent sequences. The purpose of this section is to comment on the comparison 
between expected gains using measurable and non-measurable stopping functions in the 
case where Xi, X2 ... are arbitrarily-dependent integrable random variables. 
The authors believe that, as in the independent case, the expected gain for every 
bounded non-measurable stopping function is equal to that for a measurable one, provided 
the extension P satisfies certain properties analogous to, but considerably less simple or 
natural than "preserving independence", and that, under these conditions, the correspond- 
ing approximation for unbounded non-measurable stopping times by measurable ones also 
is valid. 
By using outer integrals to evaluate non-measurable plans, Blackwell, Freedman, and 
Orkin (1974) have shown that, in a finite-stage dynamic programming framework allowing 
non-measurable transitions, measurable plans do just as well. 
For special types of measures and extensions (strategic measures), results of Sudderth 
[(1971), Section 4] and Dubins and Sudderth [(1979), Corollary 4.1] imply that for the 
infinite-stage problem, one can do as well with measurable as with non-measurable 
stopping functions. 
If P is a completely arbitrary extension, though, it is possible that EX, > sup {EXt: t E 
En} for some s E Y',. However, the expected gain from a nonmeasurable stopping function 
is never more than n times the expected gain from an optimal measurable stopping 
function if the {Xi} are nonnegative, as the next theorem shows. 
THEOREM 5.1. If n E - N, and if Xi, * * *, X, are non-negative, then 
(8) sup{EX:s t E&, : } < n sup{EXt: t E- } 
for all extensions P of P, and this bound is best possible. 
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PROOF. To establish (8), let s E &n and, for 1 c k c n, let Bk = {(:s l(i(W), *, 
X,(w)) = k}. Then 
EX8 = k=i E (Xk *IBk) C k EXk < n sup (EXt: t E gn-}. 
To show the bound is best possible, consider first the case n = 3 (n = 1 is trivial, and n 
= 2 is a consequence of Theorem 3.11). Define X1, X2, X3 jointly by: (X1, X2, X3) is uniform 
on [1, 1 + e] X [0, ?] X [0, ?] with probability 1 - E; uniform on [1, 1 + e] x [1/c, 1/c + -] 
X [0, -] with probability 2 - ?; and is uniform on [1, 1 + -] X [1/?, 1/c + ?] X [1/c2, 1/c2 
+ C] with probability ?2. It is easy to see that sup {EXt: t E } 3 1 as ? \ 0. 
Next, let S1 C [1, 1 + -] and S2 C [1/c, 1/c + -] be non-(Lebesgue) measurable sets with 
inner measure 0 and outer measure ?. Let P be any extension of P satisfying P(Si X [0, ?] 
X [0, C]) = 1 - ?, P(S' X S2 X [0, ?]) = - ?2 and P(Sc X Sc X [1/c2, 1/c2 + ?]) = ? . Let 
s E ?f3 be given by s = 1 on Si X R2, s = 2 on Sc X S2 X X, and s = 3 otherwise. It is easy 
to verify that EX, -- 3 as c \ 0. 
The proof for general n is the analog of this case with values 1, 1/c, 1/c2, * , 1/"n-1 and 
probabilities 1-c, c -2 * 2 * , c n-2- n-i, cnl replacing the given ones. [ 
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